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COUGARS MOON ZINFANDEL 
BLUSH ROSÉ   (California)
A sweeter style of rosé with cherry and strawberry fruits

SAN ANTONIO PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ (Italy)
Deliciously delicate and refreshing with soft red fruit fl avours

JULIA FLORISTA TINTO   (Portugal)
Quaffable lighter style red - luscious juicy red fruits - gentle touch of 
spice in the fi nish

MARIQUITA MERLOT   (Chile)
An elegant Merlot from the Central Valley with rich cherry and plum 
fl avours with a hint of warm spice 

ZAPA MENDOZA MALBEC BODEGAS 
LOS HORALDOS   (Argentina)
A bouquet of plum fruit and cherries overlay a very smooth tannin 
base. Soft and elegant

APPASSIMENTO DI PUGLIA 
(MERLOT-PRIMITIVO-NEGROAMARO)   (Italy)
Supple and full of ripe dark fruits, a rounded complex wine with 
hints of spice and vanilla - The Appassimento method of drying the 
grapes on the vine produces rich concentrated wine

RIOJA CRIANZA DON PLACERO   (Spain)
Vibrant red cherry nose with lifted vanilla notes and strawberry fruit 
- lovely rich and smooth wine

CASA SILVA PINOT NOIR RESERVA   (Chile)
Supple and rich fruit notes of strawberries and ripe berry red fruits.  
Super soft and velvety in the mouth with a touch of vanilla to fi nish

VONDELING ‘BALDRICK’ SHIRAZ 
PAARDEBERG MOUNTAIN   (South Africa)
Full of plump juicy plums, subtle pepper, tobacco and exotic spices.  
Smooth yet full bodied

WHITE WINE RED WINE
JULIA FLORISTA BRANCO  (Portugal)
Refreshing and clean - notes of tropical fruit and citrus - off dry style

SAN ANTONIO PINOT GRIGIO   (Italy)   
A crisp, lightly aromatic white with apple and melon characters

MR GOOSE CHARDONNAY 
BERTON VINEYARDS   (Australia)
An appealing fruit forward style - citrus notes, delicate with plenty of 
mouth fi lling fl avours, well-balanced acidity

HEN PECKED PICPOUL DE PINET   (France)
Full of vitality, fl oral and citrussy - from trendy grape variety Picpoul 
grown in the Languedoc

AROHA BAY SAUVIGNON BLANC 
(New Zealand)
Kiwi Sauvignon showing classic traits - hints of gooseberry - citrus 
and grassy notes - mouthwatering fi nish

QUARA ESTATE TORRONTES 
CAFAYATE VALLEY   (Argentina)
Fragrant notes of nectarine, rose petal & honey blossom - Textured 
on the palate with good acidity

MÂCON VILLAGES ‘LA CROCHETTE’ JEAN LORON  (France)
Floral acacia and fresh stonefruit notes all work in perfect harmony 
- classic french
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SPARKLING WINE

CHAMPAGNE

PROSECCO SPUMANTE VISPO ALLEGRO 
(Italy)
En Vogue - completely delightful, crisp mouth-fi lling fi zz with 
green apples and citrus notes

PROSECCO SPUMANTE VISPO ALLEGRO 20CL 
(Italy)

CHAMPAGNE VEUVE LORINET BRUT NV
An enticing mix of fresh fruit fl avours followed by a generously 
rich and long fi nish

LAURENT PERRIER LA CUVÉE BRUT NV
Elegant Grand Marque - wonderfully open with beautiful texture 
and generous fruit character throughout

LP CUVÉE ROSÉ
A true classic - Pinot Noir dominate Cuvée. Clean and wonderfully 
fresh with suppleness on the palate and a long lingering fi nish
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